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1 INTRODUCTION
In today’s media and social media, the expression of social, cultural, and political opinions of-
ten features a strong affective component, especially when it occurs in highly polarized contexts
(discussions on political elections, migrants, civil rights, etc.). Interactions of this type can easily
degenerate from fruitful discussions to conflicts, characterized by negative manifestations of opin-
ions such as hate speech. Hate speech, recognized as an extreme, yet typical, expression of opinion,
is increasingly intertwined with the spread of defamatory, false stories [6, 9, 17]. At the same time,
interpersonal conflict has emerged as a major cause of failure and discrimination in different social
contexts, ranging from institutionalized organizations such as workplaces and schools to personal
relationships [20].
Detecting and monitoring conflicts is relevant because conflicts may exacerbate the inequalities
latent in our societies, thus contributing to exclusion of specific groups of people, such as young
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people (bullying and cyberbullying), women (misogyny), and immigrants (hate speech). In this
sense, the availability of computational models of emotions in conflictual social interactions can
have practical effects in contrasting discrimination and achieving the objectives of equality and
cohesion of future societies. At the interpersonal level, conflicts can negatively affect the quality
of life and the emotional well-being of the people involved. Understanding the affective dynamics
of conflicts is important also for modeling human behavior in social settings that involve artificial
agents, as well as for designing socially aware artificial systems.
Current approaches for monitoring and circumscribing the spread of conflict-related phenom-
ena mostly rely on standard affective models that do not account for emotions as complex cog-
nitive, social, and cultural constructs behind linguistic behavior. Moral emotions, for example,
possess a potential for advancing sentiment analysis in social media, especially since they provide
insights on the motivations behind hate speech [4, 11].
Based on the background sketched previously, the goal of this special issue is twofold:
• On the modeling side, including finer-grained accounts of emotions in computational mod-
els of interpersonal and social interactions, with the goal of monitoring and dealing with
conflicts in social media and human-to-human and human-to-agent interactions.
• On the processing side, leveraging the recent advances in machine learning and reason-
ing techniques to design more effective computational models of interpersonal and social
conflict.
Last but not least, the development of novel approaches requires the availability of shared re-
sources, such as specialized datasets, annotation models, benchmarking tools, and linguistic re-
sources, to inspire and validate models and methods within an experimental paradigm [1].
2 THE SPECIAL SECTION ON COMPUTATIONAL MODELING AND
UNDERSTANDING OF EMOTIONS IN CONFLICTUAL SOCIAL INTERACTIONS
The articles included in this special section address the role of emotions in the emergence and
manifestation of conflicts in different contexts, ranging from interpersonal relations to social me-
dia, and provide tools for studying, detecting, and classifying conflicts with novel resources and
methods.
In “Sub-Population Models of Couples’ Conflicts: Automatically Detecting Interpersonal Con-
flict Through the Ambulatory Monitoring of Couples’ Physiological Signals, Audio Samples, and
Linguistic Indices” [10], the authors address the detection of conflict in romantic relations through
the use of acoustic, linguistic, and physiological indices obtained through wearable devices, cou-
pled with self-reported data. For each sub-population, feed-forward neural networks were trained
for conflict classification using both hierarchical and adaptive methods. Sub-population mod-
els outperformed the model trained on the entire population, and slightly better results were
obtained with adaptive training. Different models turned out to be suitable for different sub-
populations, whereas the self-reported features collected through questionnaires were more effec-
tive by themselves than all separate signal-based indices; the situation was reversed when signal
indices were gathered. However, the classification of conflict was shown to not be uniform across
sub-populations, with populations with higher variability in attachment and satisfaction parame-
ters being easier to deal with for the classification task. The results reported by the authors open a
new perspective on the use of machine learning techniques for health applications, as they high-
light the need for interdisciplinary models and methods to tackle domains that are characterized
by intrinsic complexity, such as interpersonal relations.
In “A Multilingual Evaluation for Online Hate Speech Detection” [5], the authors address the
task of automatically detecting hate speech in social networks by addressing the multilinguality
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challenge. One of the main contributions of the article consists of identifying a deep learning ar-
chitecture suitable for the task in a cross-lingual environment, as well as selecting the best features
(e.g., word and emoji embeddings, social network specific features, or emotion and hate lexicons
[2]) that could be exploited to develop better hate speech detection systems. The proposed archi-
tectures have been evaluated on freely available datasets in English, German, and Italian, and the
impact of various parameters on hate speech detection in different languages is discussed. The
multilinguality issue is one of the challenges for the abusive language detection task in past years.
In fact, most popular social media, such as Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram, go multilingual, fos-
tering their users to interact in their primary language. Therefore, there is a considerable urgency
to develop a robust approach for abusive language detection in a multilingual environment [12],
as well as for supporting better compliance to government demands for counteracting the hate
speech phenomenon (e.g., see the recently issued EU Commission’s Code of Conduct on Countering
Illegal Hate Speech Online [7]). Even if most studies so far have focused on English, the availability
of abusive language datasets developed for different languages in past 2 years, including Italian,
[3, 8, 16], Spanish [1, 8], and German [19], constitutes an excellent condition for progress on this
front.
The article “Mandola: Monitoring, Detecting, Visualizing, and Reporting the Spread and
Penetration of Online Hate-Related Speech Using Machine Learning and Big Data Approaches”
[13] describes the development of a big data processing framework for detecting, monitoring, and
visualizing hate speech online in social media, by collecting real-time data on the fly from different
sources, including Twitter. The architecture of the proposed framework includes a data process-
ing pipeline where the output of an automatic hate speech detection engine is exploited to feed a
visualization dashboard, which allows users to explore the outcome of the hate speech monitor-
ing process in the form of different map-based visualizations. The hate speech detection model is
based on a novel ensemble-based classification algorithm relying on traditional machine learning
and deep learning techniques. The model was successfully evaluated against different state-of-the-
art approaches for hate speech detection based on available benchmark datasets annotated for hate
and offensiveness. A use case related to a real hate event in the United States is presented to show
the functionality of the MANDOLA framework and visualization dashboard in action. The article
tackles a very important problem by combining, in a novel and interesting way, natural language
processing and machine learning techniques for hate speech detection with big data analysis and
visualization techniques. Mandola’s data collection engine is built to be compliant with new Gen-
eral Data Protection Regulations, and processes information in real time and on the fly without
storing any user-specific information (apart from the statistical output and metadata resulted from
the processing). This is an aspect to be appreciated considering the new challenges provided by
regulations for social media monitoring platforms.
The article “Detecting Misogyny and Xenophobia in Spanish Tweets: Create Appropriate
Language Resources for Hate Speech Detection in Spanish” [14] addresses the detection of hate
speech in Spanish tweets for the partially superimposed domains of misogyny and xenophobia,
which represent important social problems in today’s society for which effective tools are strongly
needed. The authors compare different, yet standard, machine learning approaches for hate speech
detection, namely a lexicon-based approach, a supervised machine learning approach, and a deep
learning approach. The main conclusion is that the combination of lexicon-based and supervised
machine learning approaches yields the best results. The effectiveness of deep learning techniques
remains open, as in this study it turned out to be less effective than other simpler approaches due
to the limited size of the dataset. As the approaches tested in this article originally were devel-
oped for the English language, their use for a different language provides a reference method for
their adaptation to other languages, including the creation of a lexicon for the target language from
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available resources. Despite the portability of the proposed approach across languages, the authors
warn about the need to account for the language-specific phenomenology of the hate speech. To
do so, they report some significant features of abusive language in Spanish, which shows a larger
variety of expressions than English, partly determined by the way opposite polarities can be com-
bined in Spanish to form complex expressions.
The work presented in “Emo2Vec: Learn Emotional Embeddings to Identify Sentimentally Sim-
ilar Words Models” [18] contributes to the building of more effective computational models of
emotions and sentiment for the task of social network analysis. The studied social networks con-
sist of hotel and movie reviews, news headlines, and microblogs in English and Chinese. The au-
thors tackle the challenging issue of adding sentiment and emotional information to pre-trained
word embeddings. The emotional information is built from a dimensional and categorical psycho-
logical model of emotions—Plutchik’s wheel model [15]—and takes the form of a lexicon that is
encoded in a vector and added to pre-trained representation. The vector computes the position
of the words in Plutchik’s wheel model. The pre-trained word embeddings are modified accord-
ing to their proximity to emotional words from the provided lexicon. Evaluation of the proposed
representation is carried out by comparing performance of the emotional embeddings with con-
ventional embeddings for two tasks: sentiment analysis (polarity classification) and multicategory
emotion classification. Results show that the emotional embeddings increase the performance of
the classification systems on the social network datasets.
3 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Emotions and sentiment can provide useful conceptual and practical tools for detecting and moni-
toring conflicts in social interactions of different types, as investigated by the articles in this special
issue, potentially contributing to revising and refining theoretical models of conflict from a data-
driven perspective.
The occurrence of conflicts at the global level, in the past decade, has offered several oppor-
tunities for collecting data on conflicts for several controversial topics through social media and
sensors. Unfortunately, environmental factors of different types—of which the present COVID-19
epidemic is an example, with its accompaniment of controversies—are likely to renew this oppor-
tunity in the immediate future as well. In this sense, initiatives aimed at gathering further data
will be crucial in the future to improve our computational models of emotions in conflictual inter-
actions and thus release useful tools for dealing with conflicts at the global level.
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